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Aishwarya Premkumar(28 October)
 
Iam a school going girl with lot of fascination to the mysterious things. I love to
explore and create a new world around with love.. I love to mingle with people
bubbling with positive energy.I love encouragements for my works, which makes
me do something better the next time.
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Busy Life
 
I sat in a corner
Deeply thinking
About mysteries in life.
 
Stress and tension
Swallowing our time.
 
Life in rush
With no peaceful mind.
And guilt making man
Go crazy.
 
Complications beginning as dropped
Into the mother land;
Days and months pass by
Without any happy moments....
 
We blink and wink
With problems near
Enveloping in fear.
 
Leading a miserable life
Indeed! .....
 
Burdens, burdens in every part
No time even to enjoy.
Pains filling heart
Trapping out joy.
 
Our thoughts full of
Work, Goal and Success..
But where is happiness?
Find it
It is within you............
 
Aishwarya Premkumar
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My Gift
 
A beauty of your kind
Have I never seen,
A comfort very soothing.
Your eyes give me endless gift
Wonder what that gift might be.....
Which energizes and sweetens life.
Your picturesque smile means
A lot to me....
Your footprints have a great impact
In my soft little heart!
I stand under your shade
But you are moving away.....
Are people disturbing you?
 
I'll protect you my love
My heart of love forever
For you,
MY NATURE.
A better word for you 'My life'........
 
Aishwarya Premkumar
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My Loving Sister
 
In my road of life
My beautiful angel
Crossing this road-
What say? ?
About ma loving star...
 
My loving star;
Being a sweet blossom,
Allows to take her honey
Of love, thoughts and freedom..
By this lil beee
 
A pearl, ruby or diamond?
Or that sun reflect wide expanse of sea?
Shall be the scenic rain! !
What say, dear? ?
About your love, smile and affection
 
I stand for you,
Like waiting for the sun
For the shadow of warmth..
Ready to give
Anything for that! !
 
Though didnt spend many hours,
I need your presence,
Till my breadth
Twinkling as always
As my sis! ! !
 
Aishwarya Premkumar
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One In A Million
 
Rarely can I stand near
And spend time...
Those precious minutes in my life,
Gives me eternal happiness -
Which kept bouncing within me,
Unknowing where to fly.
 
Your beautiful eyes
And everlasting smile
Has a secret place
In my heart;
Blooming with your
Love and Care.
 
The Creator carved the sculpture
And gave it to me,
A Gift which I will never lose.
With special care
Will Protect..
 
It hurts when Iam far
It's for you I live,
Oh! My intimate love
My sweet friend
I owe you everything
I love you a lot.....
 
Aishwarya Premkumar
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